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Square deal
RHA stages
Hollywood Squares.
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alker may have violated previous contract
hile employed in an area
r his mother's administrative
sdiction, the son of an Eastern
president was receiving two
versity paychecks in apparent
ation of a President's Council
lation, records show.
ccording to university officials
records from ' the Illinois
ptroller's office, Scott Walker
working as a "non-exempt, bithly civil service employee" in
tern's physical plant from
tember 1988 to May 1989.
'ng that same time, he was also
iving monthly paychecks of
for a graduate assistantship in
Lumpkin College of Business.
e dual employment appears to
e violated a regulation in
er's graduate student contract,
"ch states, "Graduate assistants
not receive reimbursement for
'tional employment during the
ct period from funds adminby the university."
hat prohibition is part of a
lation drafted and invoked by
tern's President's Council,
d Larry Williams, dean of
uate studies. Williams said
regulation is underlined in the
tract to emphasize its imporalker is the son of Verna
strong, Eastern's vice presit for administration and
ce, who has jurisdiction over
sical Plant Director Vic
son and operations there.
alker's most recent appointt to a university job will be
primary focus of an upcoming
d of Governors investigation
questionable hiring practices
eas under Armstrong's jurision.
hat appointment came three
ks ago, when Walker was
ed assistant director of planand institutional research. The
rview and hiring process was
'ed out by one of Armstrong's
ct subordinates, sparking
rges of alleged nepotism. a

THOM RAKESTRAW/eJ)oto editor

Faculty Senate Chair David Cmpenter, center, looks on Tuesday as senate member Luis Clay-Mende:::
addresses Eastern President Stan Rives.foreground.

BOG to probe_VP's hiring practices
By CAM SIMPSON
Senior reporter

In a rare move Tuesday, Board of Governors
officials said they will appoint an independent
investigator to probe allegedly unethical hiring
practices under Verna Armstrong, Eastern's vice
president for administration and finance.
The BOG investigation was requested by
Eastern President Stan Rives, who announced his
decision at Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting.
At the top of the list of questionable hiring practices to be investigated by the BOG - which oversees Eastern and four other Illinois schools - is the
controversial Oct. 2 administrative appointment of
Scott Walker, who is Armstrong's son.
Faculty Senate inquiry and the
upcoming BOG investigation.
University officials, however,
have maintained there was no
wrongdoing involved in the
Walker hiring.
With regard to the dual em-

Walker was hired for $32,700 per-year as assistant director of planning and institutional research
by one of Armstrong's direct subordinates, a move
that sparked allegations of nepotism, a Faculty
Senate probe and now the BOG inquiry.
BOG spokeswoman Michelle Brazell, reading a
prepared statement from BOG Chancellor Thomas
Layzell, said, "we have discussed the matter with
President Rives and there will be an investigation
conducted."
The BOG statement said little else aside from
the fact that an investigator has not yet been
appointed.
It also contained a promise from BOG officials
that "we are going to move as expeditiously as we
~ Continued on page 2

ployment of Walker in the 198889 school year, Williams told
Faculty Senate members at their
meeting Tuesday that his permission would have been necessary
to circumvent the President's
Council prohibition.

However, Williams said he
didn't know Walker was holding
the civil service post while under
the terms of the graduate assistantship.
In addition, Williams told senate members that dual employ-

ment is regulated by the university payroll office. Officials there
safeguard against the practice by
checking to make sure graduate
students are not employed elsewhere within the university when
their first graduate student checks
are being processed.
Sandra Timmons, an official in
the payroll office, said, "At the time
the graduate assistant contract was
received in our office the normal
edit was made and he (Walker) was
not on any other payroll."
Timmons said the payroll records
check for dual employment is only
done when graduate students receive their first paychecks. She said
it would be almost impossible to
check every one each month.
According to Illinois Comptroller's records, Walker vanished
from the physical plant's civil
service payroll for about a onemon th period in 1988. After
receiving his graduate student
check, however, Walker was reinstated on the civil service payroll,
records show.
Robeson, who would have
been Walker's highest physical
plant supervisor, could not be
reached for comment about why
Walker was taken off the payroll
during the fall of 1988.
Luis Clay-Mendez, a Faculty
Senate member, said the revelation was shocking. "The inference
is that someone knew ways to circumvent the system to avoid
detection," Clay-Mendez said
after Tuesday's meeting.
When asked during the meeting,
hypothetically, whether it was possjble for someone to circumvent the
system, Williams said, "I think if
anyone knows any system well,
you can circumvent it."
Williams also said there was no
university policy for taking action
against graduate students who
have violated the requirements of
their contracts after their assistantships have been served.
"There is no written regulation
about any type of disciplinary
action after the fact," Williams
said.

ouch-tone registration to debut on March 4
e jumbled sounds of four tones could be
throughout the University Ballroom - a
ntary pause - and then a female voice
unced that Registration Director Michael
!or had gained access to Eastern's new
h-tone registration system.
aylor demonstrated the new system to
ut 60 Eastern deans and department
irs Tuesday morning. As part of the
onstration, he used an amplified telene to enter his password and register
several mock classes.
Taylor talked with the group for 90 mins. giving detailed information on the
rating process and advantages of the
ne system, which will go into operation
March 4. "We are about 98 percent

complete as far as programming is concerned," Taylor said.
With the touch-tone system, a student
will first have to meet with an adviser.
Following the meeting, the adviser will flip
a switch by either computer or telephone
t~at will allow the student to gain access to
the system.
To use the service, each student must
pay a $I 00 deposit, an amount that eventually will be subtracted from his or her
tuition bill.
Taylor said on March 4. registration for
summer and the fall term will begin. The
system will be in operation from 8 a.m. to
10 p.m. on Monday and Thursday. with a
break from 4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. On Friday,
the hours are 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., with a break
from 4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. The system will
operate from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays.

Students will be able to call on certain
days depending on class standing. For
example, the first week of registration is
for graduate students, seniors and special
priority students. The second week will be
for juniors, with the weeks divided depending on how many hours the student has
accumulated.
There will also be designated days for
transfer students.
Taylor said it is important that departments not add additional seats after the
course guide is published. "I encourage
you to put those seats in initially," he said,
adding that if a new course is added, it will
be up to the department to advertise it.
Reports will also be sent to the departments when a class becomes full.
Taylor said one area that will make
Eastern's touch-tone system unique is that

3000-level and above courses will have
waiting lists.
If the student chooses, he or she can be
placed on a waiting list in case a seat
opens. The department can gain access to
the waiting list, check the priorities of the
students and move students to the front of
the list. "The chair can look and see who
has the most need," Taylor said.
Also, if a course is full, the system will
suggest another slot that will fit into the
student's schedule.
No 1000- or 2000-level courses will
have waiting lists.
Taylor said the system, which has 20
lines, will limit the students to 10 minutes
on the phone.
Two separate calls must be made if a
student wishes to sign up for summer and
• C01iti11ued on page 2
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Professors predict larger role for United Nations
By PENNY N. WEAVER
Staff writer

On the eve of United Nations Day, a
panel of four Eastern professors discussed the ever-increasing role the
United Nations will play in world affairs.
About 30 students listened as the panel
focused not only on the past and present
role of the United Nations, but also on
how events in the second world and the

•From page I

fall classes.
Other advantages include
department chairs and deans
being able to access class section
lists from their office by either
phone or computer.
The system will also limit
students to a maximum of 21
hours a semester, providing
their grade point average meets
requirements.
Freshmen will be limited to a
maximum of 18 hours.
Taylor said in the past, students would sign up for 30 or 40
hours before deciding which
classes to actually take.

Mideast are affecting the entire global
system.
"This year marks the 45-year anniversary of this institution (the United
Nations)," said Antoinette Spinner, president of Eastern's Model U.N. chapter,
which sponsored the event.
Held in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, the discussion offered
the views of history Professor Wolfgang
Schlauch, political science professors

~Frompage I
can."
Rives told senate members that
he was asking university officials
to refrain from further comments
about the Walker hiring until the
BOO inquiry was completed.
Armstrong, contacted by telephone Tuesday night, declined
comment, saying she would
respect Rives request.
After Tuesday's meeting,
Faculty Senate chair David
Carpenter said, "I salute (Rives')
decision as being honorable and
prudent."
Fueling the decision to request
a BOO inquiry are Faculty Senate allegations of at least l l other
instances of questionable hiring
practices in areas under Arm-

John Faust and Abdul Lateef, and economics Professor Lawrence Bates.
Each professor spoke separately before
taking questions from the audience.
Schlauch offered a historical perspective
of the United Nations, while Bates discussed the role that world economies will
play on the importance of the organization.
In addition, Lateef contended that the
group has been successful on the socio-

strong's administrative jurisdiction, according to a prepared
statement read by Rives at the
senate meeting.
Rives told senate members he
had requested the BOO probe in
response to two confidential letters he received from the campus
body within the last five days.
Rives said, in part, "the seriousness of these concerns (from
the Faculty Senate) was a powerful factor in my decision to call
for an external, objective investigation and recommendation for
appropriate action.
"Let me use this opportunity to
assure you, the members of the
Faculty Senate, in fact, all members
of the university community, that I
am very much aware of the serious-

U'tl~arty's

ness of the concerns expressed by
the senate," Rives said.
The first senate letter, which
Rives said was given to him by
Carpenter on Friday, outlines the
body's concerns surrounding the
Walker hiring. Senate members
allege the hiring violated university internal governing policies,
but the letter itself has not been
made public.
Rives told The Daily Eastern
News on Oct. 11 that there were no
procedural or policy violations
involved in the Walker hiring.
"As far as I'm concerned it is a
completed process which followed
the appropriate procedures in every
respect," Rives told The News.
The second letter, which Rives
said he got from Carpenter Mon-
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day, outlines concerns abou
allegedly unethical hiring prac
tices surrounding the 11 othe
appointments.
The only other hiring tha
could be identified as under sen
ate scrutiny Tuesday is that
Kim Furumo, who was appoin
on Aug. 15 as director of plan
ning servic-es. Furumo was th
Armstrong subordinate who hi
the vice president's son.
Before voting 7-4 to move in
executive session to discuss t
Furumo hiring, Carpenter saidt
"Serious questions have bee
brought about Kim Furumo'
appointment and the procedu
followed in making that appoi
ment have been brought to t
senate's attention."

Witch your
friends a
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Halloween
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with a
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economic front, while failing to have
much political clout, and Faust noted the
United States' ambivalence toward the
United Nations.
Despite their different views, though,
each professor agreed the United
Nations' responsibilities will increase in
the future.
"The U.N. will play an ever-increasing
role (in global politics)," Schlauch said.
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aiwan official calls for China reunification
RYAN CUNNINGHAM

earing down the Berlin Wall
divided Germany signified
reunification of the two coun's political ideologies, and now
wan is looking to follow suit
reunify the two Chinas.
aymond Pai, director of
wan's government information
ice in Chicago, spoke to
oximately 125 people on the
"tical and economic advances
an has made to reunify the

two systems.
The two Chinas are the Peoples ·
Republic of China, which operates under a Communist government; and the Republic of China,
also referred to as Taiwan by the
Taiwanese people, which operates
as a Democratic republic.
Despite the differing governing
systems, though, Pai seemed optimistic that the day will come
when China's two political systems will come together.
"We do believe China will
reunify and should reunify," said

Pai, who oversees media coverage for his government. "However, there is no answer of what
system will reunify."
To prove that Democracy is
better than Communism, Pai
noted that in 1950 the per capita
incomes of both the average
Taiwanese and mainland Chinese
citizens were $50. Forty years
later, Taiwan has $7,500 per capita income - 20 times more than
mainland China's $300.
"The reunification process has
a long way to go," Pai said. "We

! ..

are taking a very serious look at
reunification in Taiwan."
Taiwan has a population of
approximately 2 million and
14,000 square miles. Only about
25 percent of that land is suitable
for farming, but Pai said Taiwan
is a model of industrialization.
"Our .country is so far away
and such a small island," Pai said.
"The general public (doesn't)
know that we are the 12th largest
trading nation in the world and
fifth largest trading. nation with _
the United States."

Raymond Pai

Apportionment Board
responds to minority
report with two letters
By RUDY NOWAK
Stud_e nt government editor

The Apportionment Board
approved two letters Tuesday
night in response the AB 's jurisdiction outlined by the Report
of the President's Task Force on
Enhancing Minority Participation.
The report, which came out
on Sept. 17, singled out the AB
in two instances, each of which
the AB members believe are
beyond the board's jurisdictioq.
The report, which listed 158 recommendations to improve minority
participation on campus, stated: "A
portion of the general student activity (fee) should be used to promote
culturally diverse events and activities. The Apportionment Board, the
University Board and other agen-

and Student Senate co-sponsors
several events with the Black
Student Union. The letter goes
on to say the UB 's lectures
committee annually recruits a
speaker in correlation with
Black History Month each
February.
In lieu of those facts, the letter
states the AB is reluctant to
become a programming board.
The consensus of the AB
members is that they are j,n
favor of remaining a board
responsible for funding activities that students want.
"We can't mak~ students pay
for something they do not
want," Wake said.
A second letter was in
response for a recommendation
stating "Reorganize faculty,
staff.and student-council, bo·a rds ··""

ciesi11votvedin-thl'nrl1u-e~atio:n·-0r -··ana otn~rre·colffiiff!19iilg ~~n;·-

ERIC W. FULTZ/Assoc. photo editor

ee Brett Gerber (left) shares his microphone with contestant Christy Kelly as she answers a question
Eastern' s Hollywood Squares Tuesday on the South Quad.

00 attend Hollywood Squ,ares
marked the square as RHA
sident John Biernbaum and
dent Senate m\!mber Tom
h headlined Hollywood
ares Eastern Style Tuesday.
Approximately 200 people
hered on the South Quad to
what Beimbaum described as
"single most fascinating colexperience."
iernbaum and Puch were
ong 10 "celebrities" who
ped six student contestants
prizes.
Other "celebrities" included
Wilson from BACCHUS
ost Alcohol Consciousness
ncerning the Health of
iversity Student), Brian
ushon from the University
ard, Scott Fiorini from the
·onal Residence Hall Honor' Dan Riordan and Steve
aluso from Student Govern-

ment, Patrick Atkins from the
Black Student Union and Robin
Lyons and Jennifer Baldridge
from the Interfraternity and
Panhellenic councils.
Eastem's Board of Gevemors
Representative Brett Gerber, one
of the Square founders and a past
co-chair for the event, returned
this year to play host and provide
some light-hearted entertainment.
Gerber quizzed contestants on
old- and new Eastern trivia
including where Eastern's first
gymnasium was, how many people were arrested during the
recent bar raid at Panther's
Lounge and the art of cow chipping.
"Everthing went real well,"
Gerber said following the event.
He added the crowd was enthusiastic and the weather cooperated
well.
However, contestants weren't
the only winners at Tuesday's
event. Many of those attending

also won prizes donated by
Arby's, Noble Flowers, Subway,
E.L. Krackers, Long John Silvers
and Kentucky Fried Chicken. ·
Providing entertainment was
not the only goal of Hollywood
Eastern Style but also to create
better relations between RHA
and Student Senate.
"We got off to a good start and
have built a good working relationship," said Audrey McKenna, Hollywood Squares cochair.
"Everything went really well
and I hope that we (Student
Senate) can do something else
with RHA," McKenna added.
"We had a lot of support from
RHA and Senate and that
helped."
Ryan Devlin, RHA member
and Hollywood Squares co-chair, ~
agreed. "I am happy with the tum
out, the weather and, overall, I
think everything went super."

general student activity funds
should earmark a portion of the fee
for promoting culturally diverse
activities."
The report stipulated that any
student organization should be
e l i gi b le for such funds, but
organizations already receiving
funding should be awarded on a
matching basis only.
The AB, in a written response
drafted by Financial Vice
President Ken Wake, said the
university should not follow the
recommendations for several
reasons, the first .being that the
AB is not a programming board
and is not responsible for setting
the agenda for activities.
The letter also s"tates the
boards under the AB's jurisdiction are open to minority participation.
In addition, the letter notes
several of the boards under the
AB jurisdiction do program for
culturally diverse events and the
University Board's human
potential committee specifically
deals with minority programming.
Also, student publications
also publishes Minority Today,

re~qlution

enate to vote on yellow ribbon

Room of the ·Martin Luther King . included at least four Eastern stu- continue as long as the students .
Jr. University Union, Senate dents who are part of the Paris continue to ·support it. She added
Speaker Kristy Koch said.
National Guard unit. That unit is the senate also has set money
e Student Senate has plans to
Since the Gulf crisis began currently stationed in Fort aside to pay for postage for letters
t the campus yellow with a with the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait Campbell, Ken., and is scheduled that students send overseas.
In other business, the senate
n campaign to show support Aug. 4, about 100,000 U.S. troops to depart for the Middle East after
the Eastern students and oth- · have been sent to Saudi Arabia as Oct. 31.
had planned to cbnsider a resoluwho may be stationed in Saudi part of a multi-national force ereTo support those four and oth- tion concerning the placement of
ia as part of the Persian Gulf ated through the United Nations.
ers from Eastern and around the condom machines in men's and
is.
The yellow ribbon has come to country, senate members have women's restrooms throughout
A resolution to begin placing symbolize support for the troops, secured ribbon donations from campus.
ns throughout various cam- of which a large majority comes area retailers that Koch said will
However, Koch said senate
locations will be voted on at from the National Guard and be distributed throughout the member Tom Puch is going to
senate's 7 p.m. Wednesday Rest>rves.
entire campus.
confer with the Health Service
~ing. in .'~h.~ •.A,..i;c,,q~i' J'u.~.".0 l~. ._ ·-. "t . [),o_. far, ,th9~. troops ;i_lso, b_a\!e.•.. : .~p~ ~ .-~aid. -~~C: ·'.c,a.~p:;itgn, :~.iU .-J~oard before the proposal comes
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cies with significant influential"' ·
roles in determining policy at
Eastern ... to insure a culturaJly
diverse membership."
The AB members nixed that
recommendation for three reasons, one being administrative
interference in the filling of student-faculty boards.
Presently, student appoint~
ments t_o student faculty boards
are carried out by the student
body president and executive
vice president, and are subject
to the approval of the Student
Senate.
The financial vice president
can only make recommendations to the student body president and the executive vice
president on filling the AB
posts.
Also, the AB pointed out the
fact that three of its eight members are minorities.
The letter concludes by saying
the selection process is entirely
student initiated from recommendation to appointment diversity is
therefore ensured.
The letters will be forwarded
Tuesday to Vice President for
Student Affairs Glenn Williams.

- .

before the ~enate.
,
· A similar proposal aro_se abpu_i.<:
two years ago out of Douglas Hall , :' '
that would have placed the
machines on campus and in the
residence ' halls. However,
Housing Director Lou Hencken
said no action was taken.
Hencken said many questions
were left unanswered such as whn
would pay for the machines and
condoms, where any profits
would go and what would happen
if money wa~ lost on the deal.
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OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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No federal role
in deciding on
what is obscene

TODAY'S

''

Quon.
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Anything that is too stupid to
be spoken is sung.
-
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During the World Serles last
week, both the American and National League teams
wore American flags emblazoned on their jerseys In
memory of the troops we've committed there. And
after the Cincinnati Reds swept the series in just four
games, owner Marge Schott dedicated her team's
victory to "the guys In the Middle West," (whoops,
Marge) - to the guys (and gals) in the Middle East.
On the front page of Tuesday's ChiCilgo Tribune.
there's a story about a bunch of first-graders in
Bolingbrook who are campaigning to keep a an old
- maple tree from being cut down during construction
of a new shopping center there. They don't know how
old the tree is, but it takes t 0 of them to join hands
and completely circle the tree. There's no mention of
it in the story, but in the accompanying picture the
trunk of the tree, like so many others across the
nation, has a big yellow ribbon tied around it.
The yellow ribbon campaign is sweeping the
nation, making a return appearance from the 444
days that American hostages were detained in Iran
during t 979 and t 980. The message is simple - the
ribbon means that despite what we have going on In
our lives her.e, we're still thinking of the troops over
there and we're hoping for their safe return - soon.
And the ribbons are all over the place - except on
this campus.
But that situation may be remedied soon enough
if someone (or something) is generous enough to
donate yellow ribbon so we can tie them around our

A jury in Broward County, Fla., Saturday
had the good sense to find the rap group 2
Live Crew innocent on obscenity charges
stemming from an arrest after a performance
by the group in that county. The. trial had
become part of the ongoing fight in
protecting the strength of the First Amendm.ent.
The charges came after
the group gave an adultso n ly performance last
June at a nightclub in
Hollywood, Fla. Before the band had been
·" ,arrested,. ·a· federal judge had ruled that its
album "As Nasty As They Wanna To Be" was
ob'scene and a Broward County record store
owner had been charged with selling the
same album.
The First Amendment is one part of the
constitution that doesn't need interference
from the government. The government has
· no right to try and restrict this amendment_
under the guise of protecting the morals of
this country. It is definitely not the government's role to set morals and decency
standards upon the people of the United
States.
Hopefully, this decision and the recent
Cincinnati Museum of Art decision will
become a trend instead of the exception in
the continuous argument over the First
Amendment.
It's important that the citizens have the
right to make their own decisions of what is
obscene and what isn't. Nobody is going to
agree on what is or isn't obscene.
Each individual has to make that decision
on his/her own. If a person determines that
the music of 2 Live Crew is obscene then
they have the choice of listening or not
listening.
The First Amendment is not an amend-ment
that allows for a gray area. Citizens have the
right to freedom of speech. That is dear cut.
When the government tries to prohibit
what is spoken then a gray area is created.
Who then can ..determine what is right and
wrong? Where do.you draw the line - on 2
Live Crew or on Dr. Seuss?

Edlto rial

In more ways than one, the
crisis in the Persian Gulf has
catapulted to the forefront of
the American mindset. And
regardless of whether we
support U.S. intervention there
or not, we still remain supportive of the 40,000 t.roops
that are already over there arid
the thousands more who remain stateside, awaiting word
of their departure to the Middle

maple trees too. ·
In the past few weeks, the Student Senate h
solicited Charleston businesses to donate yello
ribbon, but only two have budged, providing a
100 yards of ribbon.
"Everything is ~et; we have university appro\l
and everything. The only thing holding us back
that we thought we'd be able to get ribbon dona
quite easily and we haven't been able to," Se
chief of staff Steve·Maealuso said Tuesday.
Eastern and Charleston have a direct Interest
this since at least four students and t t unlve
employees have been called to active duty since I
Invaded Kuwait on Aug. 2, spurring the massive U
troop movement.
As a result, several National Guard and Rese
units have been called to active duty. One of th
the Army National Guard's t 544th Transporta
Unit In Paris, just 25 miles from h.ere. That unit
has four Eastern students, four university empl
and a handful of Coles County resident packing
bags for Saudi Arabia. In fact, they're schedul
depart sometime after Halloween.
When that unit was activated by President Bu
Sept. 24, a Terre Haute, Ind. fabric outlet shop
nated 3,000 yards of yellow ribbon and all of
local schools were dismissed early so gradesch
and highschoolers could tie them all over town.
Granted, most of us don't have as deeply-roo
an interest as they do - they've lost their close
and loved ones. possibly. for at least six months.
But still, any effort on our part to show we that
don't take what they do for granted is approp
And whether we agree with It or not, they're
there do defend us back here.
Macaluso said the. senate has considered sel
the ribbons to students who want them. Hope
things won't have to go that far - to turn a sl
message into a marketing project.
After all, It's the thought that counts.
- Jeff Madsen Is news editor and a reg
columnist for The Dally Eastern News.
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Your Turn

Effingham isn't
all that bad of place
Dear editor:
I am writing in response to Mike
Brown's column "Don't wait for
something to happen." Brov\tn, I am
a bit confused about the purpose for
your writing the column. Was it to
put down an entire city and people
who do not pursue a higher education, or was it to make a fool of
yourself.
You mentioned that the nearby
town of Effingham is just a town full
of people "who don't get the
opportunity to get away at all." I am
unclear about what you mean by that
statement. Are you saying that
Effingham citizens can't or don't
want to become rich and live in a big
city? Have you ever thought that
peop)E; H\O ~ rj<;h. c;>r p<,x:>r w.h~rever
they want to be? Effingham has its

share of both. Maybe you should
visit the city one more time, and this
time do It with your eyes open.
Granted, Effingham does have Its
bad sections, but what town doesn't.
You failed to mention, however, the
many beautiful houses and buildings.
the sprawling array of restaurants
and hotels and the many booming
businesses. Or did you mean that if
·· one doesn't attend college, he/she
has no opportunities. What about my
· parents, boss and friends? None of
these people attended college and
they are all doing extremely well.
College isn't for everyone. It's an
option in life, not a requirement. I
know several people who had both
the ability and money to attend
college and chose not to in order to
pursue goals they feel are more
important than just another diploma.
Secondly, your statement that the
c_i~i?~.n.s. pJ...f:WD8.h.a.ll) . Ne . just
"waiting for something to happen" is

true. I'll tell you what that
is. They are waiting for th
informed Idiots to leave town
they can live their own lives.
that you live in Charleston, I
antee that they are one step
their goal.
Finally, your view of
pregnancy is entirely off base.
you aware that pregnancy r
two people? Many women
pregnant, not to "trap a
because the man didn't u
tection correctly. From n
please think before you write.
Good luck after you gra
I'm sure you'll be offered a
paying job for a prominent
azine because of your wr
abilities. I'm sure we will
more of your work someday
wait in line to check out a
grocery story.
1 ,,•._,•;,.•,.....~..·.J~"-.I},> .·. .
Dan

'°"·"'""·'
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CAA to rethink human behavior course approV
By SUSAN THOMAS
Eastern's Council on Academic Affairs
agreed to take a closer look at the human
behavior segment of the new general education program, but whether the CAA will
actually make changes to the alreadyapproved segment is another issue.
A recent letter to the CAA from Eastern
President Stan Rives asked the council to
reconsider the 15 courses it approved for
the human behavior, social interaction and
well-being segment of the new general
education program - and if p_ossible reduce the number of courses to a maximum of about 10.
"What the president wants and what I
want is to bring together the best integrated
core possible," said Robert Kindrick,
Eastern 's vice president for academic

By SARA ROUSH
Staff writer

Eastern's Business Development Center will sponsor two
workshops on employee involvement and using the Lotus
program in the workplace.
The first workshop, titled
"Employee Involvement: How
To Succeed In An Increasingly
Competitive World," is geared
to managers and supervisors. It
is to provide them with helpful
tips on creating a better work
environment, said Al Messenger, director of the Business
Development Center.
The workshop wi'll take place
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. Wednesday in Room 206 of Blair
Hall.
"It is a workshop which will
discuss the importance of meaningful involvement of employees to improve customer satisfaction, product quality, productivity and ways to reduce absen-

Computer

~ Connections

YOUR ONE STOP
COMPUTER SHOP!
Software:
LOTUS123
Print Shop
Games

Accessories:
Printer stands
Security cables
Disks
Cables
Ribbons

are alike in the segment, elimi
es from the segment that are 1tv, """E»~--
or sending the courses back to the president
as
they stand.
What the president wants and what I want is to bring
But one thing is for certain they said:
together the best integrated core possible
With the Nov. 18 deadline for course conRobert Kindrick sideration quickly approaching, council
Vice president for academic affairs members don't plan on agonizing over
individual, courses for that particular seg.
n:rn:Knw,:wmimmwwnwnmwirnwmwmmrnrn:@nmmmmi1,,:rnrnnrnnrnrnm.;rnrn::mrnit@'MrnnrnnmmTmrtM<"0.Ut - merit'an)l.16nger.
"We may consider how the courses fit
affairs.
sity is trying to diminish with the new gen- · together," Bates explained. "We may not
The CAA presently faces a Nov. 18 era! education program, which emphasizes reduce the number of courses."
deadline to pass courses that will appear in integrated course segments.
The council ended its Tuesday meeting
the 1991-92 course catalog. The new genBut a majority of the CAA wants to with an agreement to reconsider the total
era! education program would be imple- leave the human behavior segment as it is. segment as opposed to individual courses
mented for incoming freshmen in the fall "That's the broadest segment we've got. I in the segment.
of 1991.
don't want to vote on them (courses)
The CAA will meet again on Thursday
Eastern administrators fear an ample again," said CAA member Kathleen Shank. at 2 p.m. in the Tuscola/Arcola Room of
course selection would revert back to the
CAA chair Larry Bates said the council the Martin Luther King Jr. University
cafeteria-style course selection the univer- has the option of combining courses that Union.

teeism."
Messenger said Alan Siepker,
director of United Technologies
Automated in Peru, Ind., will be
the instructor for the course.
"He's going to discuss the
organization and implementation of employee involvement
programs and how they can be
applied in a wide variety of
businesses and industries."
He added that the workshop
is aimed toward plant managers,
owners, supervisors and union
stewards.
The cost of the workshop is
$65, and Messenger said he
encourages anyone who plans to
attend to sign up in advance so
that everyone will have access
to materials.
A second workshop, "Inter-·
mediate Lotus: Database,
Graphics and Macros," will take
place in two three-hour sessions
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. Thursday
and from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. Nov.
l in Room 212 of Blair Hall.

"They are going to talk about
storage and retrieving of information from databases, how to
define and develop databases,
how to use macros and how to
use presentation graphics."
Messenger said the course is
open to anyone who wants to
get more usage out of their

knowledge of the different areas
that will be discussed during the
course.
"They should have a basic
knowledge of Lotus."
Messenger said the course
will be good for those who have
already taken the introduction
Lotus course. "There will proba-

bly be a lot of people who want
to expand their knowledge."
The cost of tbe course is $85
and will be taught by Eastern
professor Marilyn Wilkins.
Participants should bring a 5 1/4
inch double-sided, double-density disk.
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Maintain your
summer tan at ...

TONIGHT AT

THIKSTY'S
ONE OF EIU'S
MOST UP AND
COMING BANDS

COLOR
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SUPERDRAITS $} 00
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The Body Shop
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Home economics professor honored
By MARJIE BARRETT
Staff writer

Eastern 's School of Home
Economics will honor one of its
own Wednesday for numerous
achievements made in literary and
nutritional programs in Latin
America and at home.
Home Economics Professor
Ruth Dow, who in the spring was
nominated as the Council for the
Advancement and Support of
Education Professor of the Year,
will be honored from IO to l l
a.m. Wednesday in Kiehm Hall
room I IO.
Dow, who also received
Eastern' s 1990 Distinguished
Faculty Award, was the university's sole nominee for the national
designation of Professor of the
Year.
But although Dow was not chosen as the national winner, Joyce
Crouse, the assistant~an of the

School of Applied Sciences, said
the nomination alone is an honor.
"She's an outstanding faculty
person who has been recognized
nationally for her contributions
... " Crouse said.
Dow spent five weeks last summer in Latin America educating
people on nutrition.
She also has written pamphlets
in the Spanish language on literacy and nutrition for the Latin
American peoples.
That pamphlet, which was published a year ago, was joined more
recently by another Span-ish publication authored by Dow and
geared to the second-grade level.
Next summer, Dow said she
plans on returning to Central
America.
/
While on campus, though, she
remains dedicated to her students.
"Some of the things students don't
see are the things she does for
them outside of the classroom,"

Crouse said.
A faculty member since 1969,
Dow has been involved with
activities such as the Peacemeal
Program, which formed in 1976 to
provide area seniors with balanced
nutritional plaqs.
"They needed a dietician to help
with nutrition and education, and I
was happy to help," Dow said.
On campus, Dow helped to
organize Eastern's World Food
Day activities this fall as she has
done for the last couple of years.
That is in addition to teaching at
least two classes in nutrition and
various food systems this
semester.
Dow said it was a nice surprise
to be honored with the brunch. "It
is a great joy to teach at Eastern,"
Dow added.
"I am glad to be a part of students• personal and professional
growth."
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"The Future Is All In Your Hands"
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ALEXANDRIA EAST
-reknown psychic & palmistName: "Psych Night"-Lecture/Presentation
Date: Monday, October 29, 1990
Price: $1-students $2-general public
Location: Grand Ballroom

*WIN A FREE PALMREADING!!!

1111~~~~

We Can Help You Party In Great Taste!!
~::60¢

BURG ERs......._____.

40¢ FRIES
$1 DOMESTICS
$7/CASE
KEYSTONE

Any time you need to feed a group of hungry people, serve them really good stuff.
Our Party and Meetmg Menu includes:
.

6 foot party subs • 2 foot party subs • 4 foot party subs

CARRYOUT

JIMMY JOHN'S GOURMET SUBS CALL 345-1075
Jimmy Jo hns, Inc . 1990
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS

REC SPORTS SHORTS
Office: Lantz Room 147

Telephone: 581-2821

ENTRY DEADLINES
Racquetball Doubles (M,W,CR) ..........................................TODAY
*Cross Country Run (M,W) .......................................Tues., Oct. 30
Pickle-Ball Doubles (M,W,CR) ...................... .............. Thur., Nov. 1
M=Men
W=Women CR=Co-Rec
*Enter "on the spot"

PICKLE-BALL DOUBLES
WHO: Men's, .Women's, and Mixed Doubles Competition.
WHEN: Play begins Monday, Nov. 5 at 8:00pm.
WHERE: Matches will be played in the Lantz Field House.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~HOW~ENTER: Atlea~onemember~fuedou~es~ammu~

pre-register at the Rec Sports Office, Lantz 147, with a valid
Student ID or Fae/Staff Rec card. Teams must select to play in
WHO: Men's, Women's, and Mixed Doubles Competition.
a Monday or Tuesday evening tournament. The winner from
WHEN: Play begins on Mon., Oct. 29 at 6:00pm.
each nightly tournament will advance to the finals on
WHERE: Matches will be played on the Lantz Racquetball
Wednesday night.
.
Courts.
HOW TO ENTER: At least one member of a doubles team must Additional rules and entry forms are available in the Rec Sports
pre-register at the Rec Sports Office with a valid Student ID or
Office.
FadS~ff Rec ca~. ~ams mu~ select ~ play in a Monda~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday evening tournament. The
IMPORTANT NOTICE
winners from each nightly tournament will advance to a tournaTO ALL INTRAMURAL PARTICIPANTS
ment on Friday to establish the All-University Champion.
Additional information is available in the Rec Sports Office.
Anyone who places second in Intramural tournaments & special
CROSS COUNTRY RUN
events will receive a coupon for a free order of regular or
WHO: Competition Categories:
cheese fries from Wrangler Roast Beef. Bring a valid ID to the
Oyerall Men's and Women's Champions
Rec Sports Office to claim this coupon!
Men's Team and Women's Team
Age Group Categories: 18-19, 20-21, 22-23, 24-29, and 30+.
FIND A PLAYER OR A TEAM
WHEN: Contestants must register by 4:00pm on Tuesday, Oct.
30, and the race will begin at 4:15pm.
WHERE: Registration will take place and the race will start by the Individuals desiring to get on a team or seeking singles/doubles
Cross Country chutes that are located west of the football pracopponents, jogging partners, etc., may utilize the FIND A PLAYtice field and south of the service road. The course will run
ER OR A TEAM bulletin board located outside the Rec Sports
around the EIU campus.
Office, Lantz 147. Just list your name, sport qualifications, and
HOW TO ENTER: Enter "on-the-spot" with a valid Student ID or
telephone
number so that you can be contacted.
Fac/Staff Rec card.

RACQUETBALL DOUBLES

.

:;

the Associated Press

Saddam Hussein allowed a
kle of foreigners - including
Americans - to leave Iraq on
sday but showed no sign of
antling the "human shield"
strategic sites.
More than 1,000 Americans
thousands of other foreigners
being denied permission to
ve Iraq or Kuwait, occupied
Iraqi forces since Aug. 2.
he 14 Americans who ared Tuesday night in Amman,
n, on a regularly scheduled
qi Airways flight from
hdad, included two employof the besieged U.S.
bassy in occupied Kuwait and

7
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two sons of diplomats stranded
there.
On arrival, the 14 were taken
to a VIP lounge at Queen Alia
airport. Reporters were barred.
They then were escorted by
embassy officials to an Amman
hotel, where they were to spend
the night before catching a flight
Wednesday morning for Frankfurt, Germany, en route home.
A U.S. Embassy spokesman at
Amman's airport said the group

included "officials who worked
with U.S. government offices in
Iraq and Kuwait."
The spokesman, Jonathan
Owens, refused to elaborate on
their roles. When asked if the
officials were diplomats from the
embassy in Kuwait, he said: "No,
they 're not."
A member of the AmericanIraqi Foundation that assisted in
the release told reporters later the
group included "two U .S.
embassy staffers who worked at
the embassy in Kuwait, but were
released because they are sick."
Hussaini Arabo refused to
elaborate on their ailment or disclose their names and exact functions at the embassy.

Environment not
hot election topic
in Illinois races
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - They
blame it on gutless politicians,
inept activists or indifferent
reporters. But environmentalists
and political observers agree that
environmental issues aren't at the
forefront in Illinois politics this
year.
"The issues are taxes and the
economy, and that's all there is to
it," said Sid Marder, an environmental lobbyist for the state
Chamber of Commerce. The environment "is not a big deal. No
one's talking about it."
Marder said environmentalists
have failed to encourage voter
interest by writing a political plan
of action and then portraying
politicians as for or against it.
"What they've got now is
grassroots publ1c opinion -that
they've got to work with," he said.
"An interest group has to be able
to identify not only the broad principles but also the specific things
to rectify the problem."

SPECIAL•SPECIAL•SPECIAL•SPECIAL

2 Chicago Dogs,
2 Fries and
1 32 oz Drink

~$3.99
*WE DELIVER 11AM-11PM*

Spaghetti

Thinking
Copiers?

Think Canon
Office Machines
Company
in Champaign
8 p.m. -1 a.m.

1-800-373-7253

LADIES
NIGHT
LADIES /VO COVER

50¢ Rail Drinks
ALL NIGHT!
At the Super 7 5¢ Screaming Orgasms
Slammer
50¢ Purple Hooters
Bar:

FRIDAY • ST. PAULI GIRL NIGHT

TWICE AS NICE•••

TRY OUR TWO FOR 1 PRICE
2 Large Single Ingredient
Pizzas for ,

$14.75

- -JERRYS P.IZZA 1CORNER OF4TH & LINCOLN

345-2844

Congratulations to the New
Jr. Panhellenic Council
OFFICERS
President
Vice-President
Secretary(Treasurer
Programs
Public Relations
Money Making
Scholarship
Social
Thoughtfulness

Catie Rauke (LLL)
Amy Edwards (ALU
Anna Van Scoyoc (LiZ)
Amy Compton (A<I>)
Tamara Griffin (ATLi)
Kim Kleckner (<l>LL)
Shelbi Scott (ATLi)
Julie Franklin (LiZ)
Marci Osesek (ATLi)

DELEGATES

$1.99
per person
each Wednesday Open Daily 4 PM
1600 Lincoln

345-3400

Kelly Behrens (ALT)
Pauela Hill (LK)
Stacey Lang (ALT)
Wendy Myers (ALA) • ,
Julie Olson {<l>LL)
Jen Raymond (LK)
Gina Reinhart (LK)
Carle Sacs (ALA)
Kristi Vilet {A<I>)
Angie Wadsworth {LLL)
Susanne Weise (A<I>)
Jill Wright LLL)

, , .. ....
· ·,, ;,
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WEDNES

DAY
OCT. 24,1990

"MY SECRETARY" Resumes ,
papers . Next to Monical 's , 90318th St. MWF, 1-4 p.m. ; T,Th, 9
a .m .-noon . Other times by
appointment. 345-1150.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
Microwave rentals . Carlyle Rentals.
$39 for Spring Semester. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Attention Students! Are you tired of
getting towed away? Are you tired
of tickets? Off-campus parking
available at a monthly rate . Call
345-5022 between Barn & 6pm.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be res.ponsi ble for
more · tha n one day 's
incorrect insertion . Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p .m .
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the
following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m . deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance . Only
accounts w ith established
credit may be billed.
All
A dvertising
submitted to The Daily
Eastern News is subject to
approval and may be
revised,
rejected , or
canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes
necessary to omit an
advertisement.

~~~~~-~~--,-00
CHARLESTON COPY-X 201
Lincoln , 345-6313 . RESUMES ,
resume packages, typing copies ,
typesetting , much more - LOW
PRICES, large selection of paper.
..,----,-,=---=--_,.,.-~9/20-00
Licensed Day Care (#153442-01)
has two full-time openrngs for 2-5
year olds. Days/Hours 7am-5 pm .
Located 1 block from EIU campus
for Info call 348-8452.
_ _ __ _ __ __ 10/25
Mini storage rentals. $5 off per
month with this ad. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

vs.
Northern Iowa

HllP WANTID
WANTID

This Saturday

AoomON

1:30 p.m.
O'Brien Stadium
Beef Day

RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES

Ribeye Sandwich,
Chips, & Pepsi-Only $2
in Tailgate Area
Band-"130 Express"
Starts at Noon

FOR RENT
FOR SALE

LOST

&..

FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

a

From 2 to 4
People

Phone348-7746

EID

OFH.llf.D

ADOPTION : A wonderful life
awaits your baby! Professional
couple anxious for infant. For
information
call
collect
Mark/Kathy at 309-266-6223 or
our attorney Theresa at 309686-1089.
.,....-----,------11 /2
Are you the answer to our
prayers? We are a young ,
happily married white couple
who need your help to make our
family complete. We are unable
to have
baby and want to
adopt. Confidential. Medical and
legal expenses paid . If you
would like to talk to us, please
call Dixie and Scott collect at
212-724-9326
_ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ 11 /2

APARTMENT
RENTALS

'Beef- Up Wit
the Panthers

DIRECTORY
SlllvtCES

Addressers
wanted
IMMEDIATELY! No experience
necessary. Excellent pay! WORK
AT HOME . Call toll-free: 1-800395-3283
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/25
Residential Monitors needed
nights and weekend. Position
open now , more Dec. 14.
Psychology major or related
background preferred. Excellent
experience for future resume.
Reply to 235,6523 from 9am to 5
pm
~.,...--~-~~~~10/31
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY!
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT
HOME.
CALL
FOR
INFORMATION . 504-641-8003
EXT. 9202.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/26

-----

------
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Jack-0-Lantern
Bouquet for
Halloween
Up, Up & Away
Balloonery
1503 7th St.
345-9462

-

-

;:"1111111111111111111111111111 ~

Eastern News

The
oa1iy

CLASSIFIED

Ao

ACROSS

20 Strong soap
ingredient

33 Heave
63 Cloche or toque
38 Scarlett's home - 64 Out of danger.
originally?
38 Caper
66 Self
39 Triumphant cry
67 Flu type
40 Disgusting
68 Four-time
rnsect?
Wimbledon
42 - - -Magnon
winner
43 Bikini or
69 Spinner
Kwajalein
70 Birthday
45 Marsh bird
intervals
46 Masticate
71 January , in
Madrid
47 Continuous
element

21 Repugnance
22 Scent

51 Strains

1 Senator
Thurmond
6 Disconcert

FORM

11 Hot dog!

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

14 Game locale

Address ; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

15 Contradict
16 Seine sight

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students

17 Despicable
thief?

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ OYes

19 Meadow

0 No

Ad to read:

23 Put on a
pedestal

49 French door

ZOOLOGY CLUB will have a meeting Oct. 24 at 7:00 p.m. in
Science Bldg. Rm 201 . Dr. Richard Wainer from the Illinois N
History Survey will speak on "Free-Ranging Domestic Cats:
Important Predator?" Free .refreshments . Everyone Welcome.
STUDENTS AGAINST MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS will have a m
Oct. 24 at 6:30 p.m. in the Union Walkway.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will take their picture for
yearbook at !:1-15 p.m. today in Coleman Hall Courtyard.
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACK JOURNALISTS
have a meeting today at 4 :00 p.m. in Mac Lab in Newsroom.
students who are interested in becoming members are wel
attend.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have All Campus
Wed. Oct. 24 at 7:00 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom, Union. Eve
welcome to join in this special night of unity as we praise
worship our Lord!
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will have HO
Wed ., Oct. 24 at 9:00 p.m. on 3rd Floor of the Univ. Union. HO
is a corporate prayer meeting where students can go to present
prayer needs to God. NEWCOMERS ALWAYS WELCOME!
PEER HELPERS will have a meeting today at 2 p.m. Pie
prompt.
WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU will have a student led de
Communion Service tonight at 9:30 at the Wesley United Me
Church . Everyone is welcomed to this half hour service, and i
to share in the Lords Supper without regard to church affiliation.
TASSELS HONOR SOCIETY will have a Trick-or-Treat S
Project tonight at 7:00 p.m. Meet at 35 Booth Library. We'll d ·
Joe Apke 's to carve pumpkins together. If you can 't attend,
MUST call Jeanne at #3320 . BOO!
EISCCAP (Eastern Illinois Students and Community Con
About Peace) will have a meeting tonight at 6 :1O p.m. 3rd
Coleman Hall - Sociology Lounge.
STUDENT ACCOUNTING SOCIETY will have a meeting Th
Oct. 25 at 7:00 p.m. in Coleman Hall Room 229. Speaker
Brian Lundstrom from Rubin Brown Gornstein & Co. in St. Louis.:
SIGMA RHO EPSILON will have a meeting & initiation of
members tonight at 6:00 p.m. in BB108.
PSI CHI will have pictures tonight at 5:30 in the Union Walkwa,
a meeting at 6:00 p.m. in the Psych. Lounge.
DPMA will have their picture taken today at 4:30 in 120
Hall.
NEWMAN CENTER will have Mass at 10:00 p.m. tonight
Newman Center. Refreshments following.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge one day
any event. All Clips should be submitted to the Daily Eastern
office by noon one business day before date of event. Ex
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Ca
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Satu
Sunday events..) Clips submitted after deadline WILL N
published. No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is ii
contains conflicting information will not be run.

4

17
20

23

DOWN
1 Lustrous fur

53 Mangle

2 Salvers
3 Bowling-alley
button

57 Trace
25 Type of steamer 59 Diminutive tree
27 Poetic Muse
62 Suffix in
30 Anticipates
zoology

4 Washington bill
5 Unwanted
adm irer

63
66

6 But , in Bonn
Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

7 Bull's antithesis
8 Apportion

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

9 - - Nevada or
Madre

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days
Payment:

0 Cash

10 - - Majesty's
Ship

Amount due :$ _ _ _ __

0 Check

11 Reckless
salesmanship?

0 Credit

12 Bread spread
Check number

13 Endure
18 Marinara
requ irement

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.

22 Arabian Sea
sultanate
24 Some M.l.T.
grads

DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

News

News

News

Sportscenter

Night Court

Entmt. Tonight

Cosby Show

Baseball Mag.

Unsolved

48 Hours

Wonder Years
Growing Pains

Mysteries

9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

MacGyver

Dream of Jeannie

MacNeil Lehrer

Great.Events

Murder, She

Night Court
Movie:

Newshour
Mark Russell

Guinness

Wrote

52 Pick-up

Indonesia

Fanellis

Jake & the

Doogie Howser

Sports

Movie:

Dear John

Fatman

Married Peo le

Pool

Kissin

Hunter

WIOU

Cop Rock

Place

Heroes

E.N.G.
L.A. Law

Movie:Women

News

Tonight Show

News
M•A•s•H

Miami Vice

Love Conn.

Sports Center

Current Affairs
Late Night

Into the Night
Hard Copy

Baseball

Crime

Tonight

Story

26 Not home

44 Vault

28Sigmafollowers

46Corp. V.t.P .

29 Certain ship

48 Cheapen

deck
31 Wheel adjunct
32 Flat-bottomed
boat
33 Who or which
34Vow
35 Brief visit?
37 Certa in hairdo

so Negligible rtem
52 Balkan capital
54 Crust
55 Safety rarl on a
railroad

40 Embryonic linen
41 Roundup aid

Cheers

News Scan

Night Court

Disney

Movie: The Pope

Movie:

of Greenwich

Chisum

Village

News

Combat!

Night Court

'Allo'Allo!

Tracey Ullman

Rousters

Political Talk

Molly Dodd

Honeymooners
Andy Griffith

Movie:
Golden Years

rsenio Hall

of Television

Moonlighting
Movie

57 Sharpen
58 Othello 's
betrayer
60 Approximat
61 - - souci
(carefree)
64 Declare

of Valor

Bodybuilding

News

69

Streets of
VEGA$

San Francisco
•'

~
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Dorm size refrigerator. Like new
$80. 342-3865.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10124
RED BELLY PIRANHAS, LARGE
AND SMALL, WITH OR WITHOUT TANKS $5 TO $75 3451164 MIKE.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

2 bedroom furnished apartment,
1112 bath, dishwasher, free laundry facilities. 1O17 Woodlawn

348-7746.
-~,_..,..,----,,--,..-,,..---...,....,.....00

Available Spring Semester 2 bedroom furnished apartment. 348-

7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217
Subleasors needed Spring,
house furnished, close to campus, own room w/double bed,
link, cable. $140, 345-4786.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/25
Female Subleasor for Spring 90.
Close to campus. Own room pay
tf7 utilities. Call Vicki 348-1108
~-....,...,----,--,----10/30

Nonsmoking nondrinker to share
apt. $125. Shower in basement. 1
block from campus. No parking
348-8429.
:--:;--;--;-:~,----..,.--:;10/25
Available Spring semester, 1 bedroom apt. 1 block from campus.
348-5338
::--:=--:---.,---,-----,.-10/29
Two Bedroom Apartment Available
Spring
Semester.
$225/month includes water and
garbage. Call 345-6468.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217
For Rent - Spring 91. 2 Bedroom
I. Pinetree. 345-6573

1989 CAMERO RS T-TOPS Power
locks A/C casseite V-8 auiomatic
w/overdrive 100,000 warranty call
581-3231 AFTER 10 P.M. OR 3563229 $10,000 neg.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10-00
81 Honda 400cm Custom wind
jammer dependable looks great
$650 OBO 345-1164 Dave.
,,---,--.,....,.--,-,--,-,~---.1217
Curtis Mathis HI-Fl camera VCR
19 in stereo monitor all remote
$4000 new take $800. 348-5460.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

Realistic Logic controlled AM-FM
auto reverse car cassette $325
new in box take $175. 348-5460.

=-....,.,--,--,--,-,--------,120

Realistic Mach two speakers
Marantz 130W EOAMP Sankyo
cassette deck technics turntable
$400. 348-5460.
,,------,~,,....,-,.---,--.,..,..--1217

Scooter 1987 Yamaha 80cc two
seater, low Mileage, economical
$900 O.B.O. Call Todd 581-5926

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

Dennon/JVC Stereo System
$1500 and a Fisher 100 WATT
Stereo System $1000. Call after
4:00 p.m. 348-5350.

1217

loader $150 and green Iguana 3
II long excellent health and tame
$t59 phone 348-0442
--------,--'8/30-00
t982 R,ed Subaru 2DR. 4 speed.
$1,300. Call after 7:30 p.m. 345-9160
_ _ _ _ _ _..,...,..._10/2-00
Harley Davidson Motorcycle
Jacket. Like new my price $190
OBO call 348-8781
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/1-00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

1979 Grand Prix $500 or best
offer. Runs well. 235-7191 before
5 p.m. 345-5749 after 5 p.m.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

BRAND NEW GIBSON EPlPHONE LES Paul with Hard shell
case. $350 OBO. 345-6248
-~=----,~~~=-~10/16-00

BACH MERCEDES II Trumpet.
Excellent condition. -Reasonable.
Please call 581-2123. 10 - 12
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
Black '79 Puch Moped for sale.
Great condition, low mileage.
$275/negotiable. Call Erin 5818057
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/26

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

Braided rugs, oval and round,
red, blue, green $5-$15. Almost
new rollbar w/driving lamps for
mini-truck $60. 345-2473 after 2
p.m.
G~O~V~ER~N~M~E~N=T~S~E=1z=E=D~v-e~hicles

30 watt per channel receiver

FEEDER GOLDFISH - 11/$100
Complete, brand new, 1O gallon
set-ups $50.00, want a bigger
tank! Need an accessory! Call
Mike 345-1164 after 3:00.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca10/17,22,24
FOR SALE: 5 piece ·Pearl Export
Series; black/yellow, 2 zildjian
cymbals & high-hats. $900. Call
Linda at 345-8143 or 345-6746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10126
LEATHER JACKET, black, XL,
top brand, worth $400 new, 3
years old. $250, call 348-8269
=-----,---,--~1217
Personalized Miller Lite Genuine
Draft Drivers shirts w/patches.
Make great gifts! $25.00 delivered. 235-1932 8 am-9 pm.

from $100. Fords. Mercedes.
Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus. Your
area. 1-805-687-6000 Ext. S9997
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/15
Five piece beginner Drum Kit with
cymbals and hardware. $300
O.B.O. Call Andy at 348-0699
--=---,----,----,1019-00
1984 Renault, low mileage .
$2000/0BO. Call 348-5919
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/26

Quick cash. Highest prices for
jewelry, gold, silver, anything of
value. The Pawn Shop. 348-1011

--------~1217

HALLOWEEN
COSTUME
RENTAL! Huge adult selection Very reasonable rates. 345-2617
_ _ _ _ _ca10/22-25,29-31
ROCS is now open for functions,
parties, or group organizations
with a new look, new owner, and
new deals. Call Tim at 345-4097
or Chris at 345-8616 for details.
~------=--c..,..,.10/31
SIGMA MOM'S SHELLY AND
BARB, Thanks for everything!
LOVE your Daughter, BRANDI.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24

Calvin and Hobbes
~LL. \~ If \~r Ol'
Roc.~ET- Sll1T.' t G\JESS
100 'flet\T ~~~Cit(; Ot4
ME ~'< ~E .' ~. l'lt\
~\Kb /I. IMS~ Ol'l 1\iE
~C¥. ot M'f "Et-0!

~ ~IJ CA~T \HL '+11-\\Cli

Mf..~

"M.I llJJPLE f>,R£

l't/\ FA.Cl~G, ~ ~()IJ
C~T ~£A.~ UP F~ St.~1\l~.
Fl~"-\..\.'{

10~1·

-~---,-,--~-,---,..--10/24

KERRI MASON: You are so
beautiful! We are very proud!
Love your Sig Kap sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
Rush Sigma Nu Rush Sigma Nu
Rush Sigma Nu.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/25
Delta Zeta Pledges: You girls truly
are the best!! We can't wait to
see your beautiful faces at formal!! Love, the Actives.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/24

The men of Delta Tau Delta
JAMIE GARLING: Congrats on
would like to wish good luck to
becoming the 1990 Derby Darthe men of Sigma Chi during
ling. We are so proud of you
Derby Days!
and happy for you. Lots of Love,
Your Alpha Garn Sisters.
.-:---"7--::-7:'"'7"-:--:--;10/24
Hey number 84! You·looked great
=------...,,---10/24
at the game Saturday. Can't wait
To the men of Sigma Chi:
to see you this weekend in 1hose Thanks for the serenade and
TIGHT football pants! Your numespecially for the party afterber one fan.
wards. Let's make this Derby
Days the ~EST! Love, The
--------~-10/24
Polly Thompson - Thanks for all
Alpha Garns.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
·of your help in ESA. You're the
best! Love, Your ESA sisters.
All Greeks: Remember to Support
your Panthers at the "All:Greek
,,---,----,,---=---,.-10/24
Carolyn Costanzo: To our beautiDay Football Game" on Sat. Oct.
ful Derby Darling candidate! You
27th 1:30.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
looked wonderful at coronation!
We were proud to have you repSHELBIE, AMY, & JOANNE:
resent us!! Love, your Delta Zeta
Thanx for being "Oh my God",
sisters.
"super Great", and "Chrisser
Crazy". U R all Q.T.'s. Love
=------,----:-~10/24
To the Men of Sigma Chi: Just
Your X-tra Special Sis, Sheri.
wanted to thank you for the "extra
-------~10/24
serenade." We haven't "Lost that
YOGl-00: Every day is SWEETLovin' Feeling!!!" Love, the Delta
EST DAY with you. I LOVE
Zeta house girls.
YOU!!! Little Jeannie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
.,-..,,.--=-,...,..,-----,,---,--,-10124
Julie Franklin : Congratulations on
HEATHER JESKE: I had a great
getting Jr. Panhel Social! Your
time last week, and I know that
Delta Zeta sisters are so happy
there are many more great times
for you!!
to come! Mom, you 're the best!
Sigma lo~e. your kiddo.
--,..,.-----,,------,,--10/24
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
Anna Van Scoyoc: Congratulations on becoming Jr. Pahnel
BARB SCHOEN: We're so
Secretary! We are so proud of
proud of our beautiful daughter.
you!! Love, Your Delta Zeta sisWe can't wait to see our man at
ters.
barndance! We'll party! TRI_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/24
SIGMA LOVE JILL AND JEN.
Jenny Channel: Congratulations
-~~-,-~~~---,--10/24
on getting lavaliered to Paul BarMARCIA MINDAR - Happy Birthcus of Sigma Pi!! Your Delta Zeta
day! We haven't forgotten! Tres
sisters are so excited for you!!
amigos forever - Bak! Love you _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
JILL AND JEN.
TO THE MEN OF SIGMA Pl:
~~~~-=--.,..,.---..,---10/24
THANKS FOR ALL YOU DO,
SIGMA CHIS: Have fun during ,
YOU GUYS ARE THE BEST!
Derby Days! You guys throw
LOVE, SLO (P.S. I LOVED THE
awesome parties! Love Allison.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
"SPECIAL" SERENADE!)
10/24
DARREL DAWSON: You are my
one & only A-Greek brother & you
are the best! Thanx for everything! Delta Zeta Love, Sheri.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
The Women of Delta Zeta would
like to congratulate Jami~ .gai;.- •
11ng";1he 1990-0emy.Darfing!t"- ·• ~..
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24

by Bill Watterson

~'(

l'VE.

TOP OF ROCS IS BACK! NOW
AVAILABLE FOR YOUR PRIVATE FUNCTIONS AND PARTIES. CONTACT TIM AT 3454097 OR CHRIS AT 345-8616.
_________
. WE AR.E GONNA DO IT! EJ)Silon
Sigma Alpha ·is walking to Mattoon for St. Judes Saturday.
October 27. Questions? Want to
donate to St. Judes? Call Teresa
at ss1-5104
--------~-10124
Interested in Student Government,
pick up petitions in room 201 Union
starting October 24th and due
October 31. Student Senate elections will be November 14
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
Rush Sigma Nu Rush Sigma Nu
Rush Sigma Nu.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/25
USHERS NEEDED! Interested in
helping for the parents weekend
show? Call Lisa at 581-5136
before Wednesday October 31st
and leave a message.
=---,---ca 10/22-24 10/29
Congratulations Tammy Griffin ,
Marci Osesek, and Shelbi Scott
for getting the jr. Panhel offices of
Public relations, Thoughtfulness
& Scholarship. Your ALPHA GAM
SISTERS LOVE YOU!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
Gena Whitson: You're extra-ordinary as Alpha Sigs chaplin .
Thanks for all your effort.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
SIGMA NU INFORMAL RUSH
TONITE 9:00 PM. FOR RIDES &
INFO CALL 348-5182.
-----,-----,..-,---10/24
Kristy, happy 21st birthday you 12
sandwich eating ... Love ya Your
Roomies, Lisa & Heather.
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'SELL SHORT;
SAVE LONG'

It's the 1for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
'The 1 for $1 ad is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to sell an
item or items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
HEY, 8ifTTSY, HO/JJ IKXAJaxJW
C00W ~ GtT f!<l3e tue~ Hat/
~JNTOHEP&~

caJl,J)/4j

7H£PtNTA6a.Jt; 60T MJr! tl()K.
J<t!6iJLATJCN3 AT llle5e 1
AGAIN'3T
I

•

~

IT.'

IA/HAT
~

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __

7H/5Y7
Date to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - -

Message:

(one word per line)

L

Under Classification of:. _ _ _ _ _ _.Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ __
no. words/days _ _ _ _ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
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Parents Weekend Editio~
coming

Friday, Noveinber 2nd
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Higuera, nine others

att~

,..3?

file for free agency
Milwaukee left-hander Ted
Higuera and nine other players filed
for free agency on Tuesday, raising
the total to 31 in the first three days
following the World Series.
Higuera, who made $2,125,000
this season with Milwaukee, is
among the top available pitchers in
this year's group of free agents,
along with Bob Welch of Oakland
and Dave Righetti of the New York
Yankees.
Higuera! 'V Z s 20-gam esday
were Atlanta infielder Jim Presley,
Boston outfielder Tom Brunansky,
Detroit pitcher Dan Petry, Kansas
City pitcher Steve Farr, Los
Angeles second baseman-outfielder
Juan Samuel, Minnesota outfielder
John Moses, Pittsburgh outfielder

R.J.
Reynolds and St. Louis third
baseman Terry Pendleton and
pitcher John Tudor.
Meanwhile, the New York Mets
exercised a 1991 contract option on
pitcher Alejando Pena for $1 million rather than exercising a
$300,000 buyout clause.
The Cardinals placed outfielder
Dave Collins on the voluntary

retired list. Collins would have
been eligible to file for free agency.
Pitchers Dave Smith of Houston
and Jim Gott of Los Angeles were
offered salary arbitration by their
teams on Tuesday. If they had not
been offered arbitration, the would
have had the right to file for free
agency.
Los Angeles told catcher Rick
Dempsey that it would not offer
him arbitration, meaning he can file
for free agency starting Thursday.
Brunansky, acquired by Boston
from St. Louis. batted .267 with 15
home runs and 71 RBis. He helped
the Red Sox to the American
League East title with five home
runs in the final full week of the
season.
Reynolds also played for a division winner, batting .288 with no
homers and 19 RBis in 215 at-bats
for Pittsburgh, the National League
East champion.
Samuel and Presley both had
subpar seasons. Samuel, who has
had difficulty switching to the outfield, batted .242 for the Dodgers
with 13 home runs, 52 RBis and 39
stolen bases.

Douglas and Holyfield
exchange pre-fight talk
LAS VEGAS (AP) - James
"Buster" Douglas sees the past in
·
his future.
"I look for a busy fight such as
the Tyson fight - a lot of action,"
Douglas said Tuesday.
At an outdoor arena at The
Mirage on Thursday night, Douglas
will defend his heavyweight championship against unbeaten Evander
Holyfield.
Non- stop action is what
Holyfield plans. The 8-5 favorite
wants to make stamina the name of
the game.
"That pace is a pace no other
heavyweight can keep up with,"
said Tim Hallmark, Holyfield 's
conditioning coach.
"Conditioning can make a difference in the last three rounds," the
28-year-old Holyfield said of the
scheduled 12-rounder.
The much-bigger Douglas isn't
buying the endurance test theory.
'The longer the fight goes, it will

favor me because of my size and
mobility," the 6-foot-4 Douglas
said. "I feel real strongly it will be
in my favor the ionger the fight
goes,"
"I feel that Tyson let Buster
Douglas do what Buster wanted
to," Holyfield said. "Buster dictated
the pace. Buster opened the show.
Buster closed the show. Buster was
general of the ring. I have to be the
general." There has been much
speculation about Douglas' physical condition.
"It's all starting to come together
like it did for the Tyson fight," said
Douglas, 30, who appears relaxed
to the point of being laid back.
As for his weight, Douglas said,
'Tm comfortable where I am right
now and I'll come close to, if not
less than, when I fought for the
title." Douglas won the title on a
shocking I0th-round knockout of
Mike Tyson on Feb. 11 at Tokyo.

On the Square
Charleston, IL

~

Wednesday
Leinenkugel's
Pitchers

At

GANDOLFI
CHIROPRACTIC

$2.50--

•

ALLDAY

VISA

In Charleston

EVERYTHING'S FREE
After six years of providing Eastern Students
with quality chiropractic care, we are welcoming the students back to school. To welcome
you back we are offering to perform our services on you first visit absolutely free with this
certificate! This includes consultation, examination, treatment, and X-rays if indicated. Call
NOW to schedule your appointment.

in Charleston

99¢

Singles
Mon-Thurs.
... -·-----..

_

\

.......

-~

Send a friend a

Halloween
Personal!

GANDOLFI CHIROPRACTIC

Deadline is Friday, Oct. 26
at 2:00 p.m.
The ad will appear in

2115 18th St. Call 345·4065
* New Patients only,
Certificate must be presented on I st visit
Expires Oct 31-1990

The Daily Eastern News
on Halloween

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRllNllG CORPS

Rocket will stay at ND

\

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) Raghib " Rocket" Ismail closed
the door Tuesday on speculation he
might enter the NFL spring draft,
pleasing his coach but threatening
opponents with another season of
offensive mayhem.
"I thought about it. and I'll be at
Notre Dame next year," said
Ismail, a junior.
Asked whether anything might
change his mind, he answered simply, "No." The Wilkes-Barre, Pa.•
native has been imperiling the
nation· s best defenses since his
freshman year, returning five kickoffs and one punt for touchdowns.
He tallied a 94-yard kickoff return
touchdown Saturday in No. 3
Notre Dame's 29-20 defeat of
Miami.
Coach Lou Holtz flatly calls him
the best player in college football
today. "He's special. There's never
been one like him." Ismail faces
the temptation of quick pro money.
but he says he sees the grittier side
as well. The college game protects
him against the agents, lawyers and
others looking for a piece of the
action he'll inevitabiy create..

"I figure when you're out of college, you're fair game for anyone,"
he said. "And everyone's going to
want a shot at you, and you're not
going to have NCAA rules to protect you.
"You're not going t-0 be able to
go to your coach. You 're going to
have to have lawyers and all that
stuff, and that all sounds like a big
headache to me." The rewards will
be waiting when he finally shows
up. regardless of how the pros use
his talent, Holtz says. "He's going
to make some money." Ismail
made his decision over the summer
knowing Holtz has no use for a
player who's decided to enter the
draft early amd may not concentrate on the season. "I've talked to
our team (juniors): If you're going
into the draft, and you know it.
then I don't want you to represent
Notre Dame," Holtz said.
The coach counseled running
back Braxston Banks last spring
n_o t to enter the draft as a junior.
When Banks was rejected and sued
unsuccessfully to play a final year,
Holtz offered him no support:

THE MOST EXCITING l'E\V HOURS
YOU'LL SPDD ILL WEEK.
VISIT KLEHM HALL ROOM 308 or
CALL 581-5944 TODAY.
Build your self-confidence in this exciting
Army ROTC elective. We'll get you out of the
classroom and into adventure.
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Fielder, Sandberg lead AP all stars
lini have a shot
t title, coaches say
HICAGO (AP) - The possiof 5th-ranked Illinois being
sleeper in the race for the
· nal championship might not
at far-fetched.
'ty in college football could
e it a reality, some Big Ten
ches said Tuesday in their
ly teleconference.
Whoever wins the Big Ten
look at a pretty good national
·ng," said Illinois coach John
kovic. "The Pac- I 0, too.
ther or not it will be a show
remains to be seen."
e winner of the Big Ten will
the winner of the Pac- I 0 in
Rose Bowl. No. 7
hington currently is the
'te in the Pac- I 0.
'chigan State has played and
to Illinois; No. 3 Notre Dame
No. 15 Iowa. The Spartans
ted No. 20 Michigan when
Wolverines were ranked No.
ichigan State's George
said "It is difficult to comand rate but it wouldn't surme if Illinois wins the rest
games. Michigan is a fine
, Illinois is a fine team,
Dame is a fine team. You
throw them all in a pot and
e one out. I'm just glad
're all behind us." A big
in the Big Ten race will be
ed a week from Saturday
Iowa goes to Illinois. Both
3-0 in the conference along
Minnesota and both are 5-1
II. Illinois is at Wisconsin
week and Iowa takes on

Northwestern.
"They're both good," said
Perles in comparing Iowa and
Illinois. "Illinois was the better
team on the day we played them.
"Iowa stays in the game until
the end and ends up winning.
They get every ounce they can
get." Purdue lost to both Notre
Dame and Illinois. Coach Fred
Akers said Illinois is in the same
class with Notre Dame.
"Neither team is fun to play,"
he said. "Notre Dame has the
most talent. In my estimation,
Notre Dame would have the edge
in overall football talent." Iowa's
Hayden Fry predicted last July
that his Hawkeyes could be the
surprise team of the Big Ten.
"We lost some quality kids the
year before and we took . our
lumps last year. It was embarrassing last year not to go to a
bowl game for the first time in
nine years. I had a real good feeling about this team." Iowa drove
85 yards late in the fourth quarter
last Saturday to defeat Michigan
24-23. Michigan also lost by a
point to Michigan State aside
from its opening 28-24 defeat to
Notre Dame.
Michigan was attempting to
win an unprecedented third
straight undisputed Big Ten
championship.
"Anytime a defending champion is picked to win, it's not
easy," said Michigan's Gary
Moeller. "Everytime we go out,
we get everyone's best punch.

's.
e was injured in the first
g as he hit the ground trying
ke a diving catch in left field.
Reds ended the Series with a
victory over baseball's defendhampion Oakiand Athletics.

33.
Bonds and Bonilla, who finished
second and third in the outfield voting, each hit more than 30 homers,
drove in more than I 00 runs and
scored more than I 00 runs in leading the Pirates to the NL East title.
Henderson was the top vote-getter
in the outfield with 158 votes, while
Bonds had 157 and Bonilla 68.
Completing the team are San
Francisco's Matt Williams at third
base and the New York Mets'
Frank Viola as the left-handed
pitcher.
Sandberg was named to the team
for the third consecutive year and
the fourth time in five years, and
Parker was chosen for the second
year in a row. Minnesota outfielder
Kirby Puckett failed to make it for
the first time in five years, getting
only one vote.
Five players on last year's team
didn't even get a vote this time pitchers Bret Saberhagen of Kansas
City and Joe Magrane of St. Louis,
catcher Mickey Tettleton of
Baltimore, outfielder Ruben Sierra
of Texas and third baseman
Howard Johnson of the Mets.
The closest vote was for catcher,
with Fisk beating Cleveland rookie
Sandy Alomar Jr., 59 to 45.
Fielder made a sensational comeback to the majors this year after
spending the 1989 season with the
Hanshin Tigers of the Japanese
League. In addition to his 51
homers, the most in the majors
since Cincinnati's George Foster hit
52 in 1977, he led the majors with
132 RBis and a .592 slugging percentage, tied for second in the AL
with l 04 runs scored and batted
.277.
Sandberg, the 1984 NL most
valuable player. led the league in

home runs and runs scored (I 16),
was second in hits (188) and slugging percentage (.559), drove in
100 runs and batted .306.
Thipgen, the workhorse of the
White Sox bullpen, had a record 57
saves - 11 more than the previous
mark of 46 held by Dave Righetti.
He also was 4-6 with a 1.83 ERA 111
77 games.
He was the first second baseman
to lead either league in home runs
since the St. Louis Cardinal.;; '
Rogers Hornsby in 1925. The other
second basemen to hit 40 homers
were Davey Johnson with 43 for
the Atlanta Braves in 1973 and
Hornsby with 42 in 1922.
Sandberg was also only the third
player, with the Milwaukee Braves'
Hank Aaron in 1963 and the
Oakland Athletics' Jose Canseco in
1988, to hit 40 homers and steal 25
bases in the same season.
Larkin, one of the key performers for the Reds' NL West and
World Series champions, batted
.30 I with 85 runs scored, 25 doubles, 67 RBis, 30 stolen bases and
185 hits.
Williams became the third
straight Giants player to win the NL
RBis title, following Will Clark and
Kevin Mitchell. He had 122 RBis,
along with 33 homers, 87 runs
scored, 27 doubles and a .277 batting average.
The 42-year-old Fisk had a
standout season, his 19th in the
majors. He hit .285 with 21 doubles, 65 RBis and 18 homers, making him the all-time home run leader for catchers with 333, six ahead
of Hall of Farner Johnny Bench. He
also was the steadying influence for
a young White Sox pitching staff
that had the second-lowest ERA in
the American League . ., ,
I

ns send
vis cards
KLAND. Calif. (AP) - Getcards and letters to injured
innati Reds outfielder Eric
s were piling up in Merritt
Hospital on Tuesday, and
ers sent to him were being
d to younger patients.
e haven't been counting, but
say the amount of mail has
overwhelming," reported
Runkle, the hospital's marcoordinator. "We also gave
r fax number to a few fans
onday, and since then, it
'!stopped.
e faxes are coming to our
istrative office and kind of
things up over there." Davis,
suffered a kidney injury in
y night's final game of the
d Series, remained in stable
ition in the intensive care
His doctor said on Monday
no surgery will be required
lhat Davis probably would be
d from the hospital by late
week.
e mail is being taken to his
. No flowers are allowed in
ive care. But he has received
, many bouquets, and at his
est, they are being sent to
ens Hospital in Oakland, in
e," Runkle said.
hone calls began coming in
day night, from all over the
try," she added. "Our switchhad to go into overdrive."
phone calls, except those
through the Reds' office in
innati, are going through to

NEW YORK (AP) - Cecil
Fielder, the first player in 13 years
to break the 50-home run barrier,
and Ryne Sandberg, only the third
second baseman ever to hit 40, top
a power-laden 1990 Associated
Press baseball all-star team.
The 12-man team, selected in a
nationwide vote of sports writers
and broadcasters and based only on
regular-season performances, is
evenly divided with six National
Leaguers and six American
Leaguers.
Three teams had two players
each - the Pittsburgh Pirates '
dynamic outfield duo of Barry
Bonds and Bobby Bonilla, the
Chicago White Sox's battery of
catcher Carlton Fisk and relief
pitcher Bobby Thigpen, and
Oakland Athletics outfielder Rickey
Henderson and right-handed pitcher
Bob Welch.
Not counting the pitchers, the
team averaged almost 29 home
runs, ranging from Fielder's 51 for
the Detroit Tigers to Barry Larkin's
seven for the World Series champion Cincinnati Reds.
Sandberg led the NL in home
runs with 40 for the Chicago Cubs
and was the leading vote-getter
with 165, only three shy of being
unanimous. He and Milwaukee
Brewers designated hitter Dave
Parker were the only repeaters from
last year.
Fielder led the majors with 51
homers and was an overwhelming
selection at first base, receiving 130
votes to 16 for runnerup Eddie
Murray of the Los Angeles
Dodgers and 13 for AL batting
champion George Brett of the
Kansas City Royals. Fielder also
had 26 votes for designated hitter,
third behind Parker's 78 and Brett's
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AT TED'S
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10-3-1 Redbirds pose big test as they
invade Lakeside Field Wednesday
By R.J. GERBER
Staff writer

Eastern' s soccer team will
have its hands full when it hosts
Illinois State, the 19th-ranked
team in the nation, at 3:30 p.m.
Wednesday at Lakeside Field.
The Redbirds enter the contest with a 10-3-1 record, while
Eastern stands at 4-9-1. Illinois
State coach Tim Carter, in his
seventh season, said that records
don't mean anything when these
two teams meet.
"Eastern will be ready to
play," Carter said. "Whenever
state schools meet, there is a
natural rivalry. You can throw
out the records and the rankings
in games lik~ these."
Carter said that regardless of
Eastern ' s record, the game will
be very competitive.
"Eastern has a strong reputation," Carter said. "They will be
ready to play. They play very
hard and aggressive. The games
with them are usually one-goal
differences."
The Redbirds are led by
senior midfielder Klaus Filbry,
the fifth leading scorer in the
Midwest, with 11 goals and four

assists . Illinois State's second
leading scorer is freshman Milo
Iniguez. Iniguez, from Phoenix,
Ariz., has scored six goals and
has assisted on six others.
Eastern goalkeeper Dave
Middleton said that he knows
Illinois State will be a tough
opponent.
"Illinois State is a tough
team," Middleton said. "But we
think we can beat them. W.e
have the home-field advantage."
Eastern will be without
sophomore Tom Waters who
was issued a red card in the
Panthers previous contest
against Akron University.
Middleton said that the Panthers
will have to do some re-shuffling in their lineup.
"We are looking at a different
combination," Middleton said.
"We are trying to find some
people that feel comfortable in
certain positions .. ,
Middleton said that Eastern
shouldn't have any problem getting up for the contest against
Illinois State.
"We haven't beaten Illinois
State since I've been here," the
junior keeper said. "That should
be another motivating factor for

us. I'm looking forward to playing them. It just comes down to
whoever wants it more."
Illinois State is paced by
senior Allan Adams in goal.
Adams, from Irving, Texas, has
a goals against average of 1.48
per game. Adams has not lost to
Eastern while he has been at
Illinois State.
Eastern captain Tom Pardo
said that he would like for the
Panthers to play a spoiler role in
Illinois State's season.
"They kept us out of the tournament two years since I've
been here," Pardo said. "The
hustle has been there the last
couple of games and things have
been going well in practice this
week. It would be a good win
for us since we are at home."
Pardo also said that Eastern
has extra incentive to beat the
Redbirds.
"I heard that they are ranked
19th in the nation," Pardo said.
"Besides, we have nothing to
lose."
Eastern will host Coastal
Carolina, the eighth-ranked
team in the South Region,
Sunday at Lakeside Field.

THOM RAKESTAAW/Pholo

Eastern fullback Mark Lasley dribbles downfield Tuesday during
tice at Lakeside Field. The Panthers host Illinois State Wednes
3:30 p.m. at Lakeside Field.

Volleyball team hosts non-conference foe Evansvil
By ANN TASTAD
Staff writer

Eastern's volleyball team will
try to end its three-match losing
skid Wednesday night when it
hosts non-conference foe
Evansville at 7 p.m. in McAfee
Gym.
The Lady Panthers are coming
off a losing weekend when they
lost to Gateway Conference teams
Wichita State 15-7, 15-5, 15-8 and
Southwest Missouri State 15-2,
15-9, and 15-2. Eastern ended the
weekend with a loss to non-conference squad St. Louis University
15-11, 15-9, 8-15, and 15-12.
"Right now we 're trying to get

back on track and get a winning
streak going," said coach Betty
Ralston, whose team is I 0-16
overall and 1-3 in conference
play.
"I don't know anything about
Evansville except that its record
isn't very good and we shouldn't
have any problems beating them,"
Ralston said. The Purple Aces are
4-20· this season and feature two
six foot front row blockers and
two six foot hitters.
The Lady Panthers will end the
week by hosting the EIU Classic
on Oct. 26 and 27 in McAfee
Gym. Teams participating in the
round-robin tournament include
Murray State, Northeastern

Illinois, Wisconsin-Milwaukee
and Eastern.
"I'll be extra disappointed if we
don't win four matches this
week," said Ralston. "There is no
reason not to beat these teams.
The field is not very strong,
either."
The senior tri-captains lead
Eastern in the statistics. Diane
Kruto leads Eastern with 285 kills,
397 digs and 40 service aces.
Cindy Geib is the Lady Panthers'
top blocker with 96 and has 208
kills for the team. Deanna Lund
has 203 kills and 292 digs to
round out the Lady Panthers top
contributors.
The Lady Panthers will return

to conference play on Nov. 2
when they travel to Peoria to take
on Bradley University.
Eastern ranks eighth out of the
10 teams in the conference standings with a 1-3 record. Bradley is
last in the standings with a 0-4
conference record. The University
of Northern Iowa and Southwest
Missouri State lead the Gateway
standings with perfect 3-0 records.
Illinois .State follows closely in
the standings with a 3-1 record
and Wichita State posts a 2-1
record. The top four teams at the
end of the regular season will
qualify for the post-season conference tournament.
Cindy Geib

Football team's on a roll, but let's see some fan
Looks like Eastern' s football
team is on a roll after posting its
third straight conference victory
over Southern Illinois Saturday.
But a poor crowd turnout of just
more than 3, 700 people WEAK!
Try to get out to O'Brien this
Saturday when the Panthers host
Northern Iowa, which could be a
big step toward the conference Chris
championship and a playoff Boghossian
appearance.
I don't know about anyone else, but I sure am glad
that the Bears' Jim Harbaugh had a career game a week
ago Sunday night against the Rams. Maybe now Mike
Ditka won't be stupid enough to put Mike Tomczak
back on the field for anything except holding for field
goals and extra points. He just sucks - it's that simple.
I will never. ever. for as long as I am an editor at The
News, put another story about Lisa Olson's locker room
exposure incident in this paper - ever. And to the guy

who )<.eeps calling me and bugging me about it (who
isn't the guy he said he was) - get a life.
And to the guy that wrote the letter to the editor that
appeared in Tuesday's paper, next time, at least have
the guts to drop it off yourself.
Hats off to the Cincinnati Reds for pounding the A's
in four straight games in the Series. Dave Stewart has to
be the worst sore loser in the country - he should learn
to hold his own jock.
The good news for Bulls fans is that Kevin
Duckworth wants to play in Chicago after his current
contract with the Portland Trailblazers runs out. The
bad news is, he's got another six years left in his agreement, and by that time, All-World Michael Jordan will
be atop the PGA Tour.
And speaking of Duckworth, I forgot to ask him his
advice on journalism (although I could use some).
Maybe next time, Mr. Carmody. By the way, Chicago
is more fun than St. Louis.
And, speaking of Bulls, am I glad that the Bull Shot
column has terminated publication in the Verge section
of Friday's papers. The only real column is H&HG.

On the Northern Illinois football watch ... I must
credit where credit is due - the Huskies ' 73-18
couple weeks back over Fresno State was pretty im
sive, especially considering that FSU was ranked
in the nation going into the game.
BUT - take away Stacey Robinson from the
and all it has left is a bunch of Petty-bones.
whichever sports writer gave Northern a vote in th
lowing week's Associated Press Top 25 should be
- give me a break, they're 4-3.
Best quote of the year: Pete Rose, upon news t
was going to have to spend some time in the slam
"Now my wife will have to tell my 5-year-old son'
daddy is a jail bird."'
And on one last note - double thumbs up t
Panther soccer player Greg Muhr, who signed wi
MISL's St. Louis Storm a week ago Wednesday.
time I have a beer. it'll be for you - at Marty'
course.
- Chris Boghossian is the sports editor for The
Eastern News.

